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Cities are a growing factor in global change today, but urbanization as a process

has played a significant role in shaping our planet’s environments for millennia.

Exploring the longevity or persistence of cityscapes can therefore reveal qualities

that may have strengthened urban sustainability or resilience over long periods.

In the Mediterranean, many ancient cities lie in ruin and are fully formed

archaeological sites, while others reflect continuous growth and expansion

into the modern era, often replacing what has traditionally been a rural mosaic

of green space with a more homogenized urban landcover. Green spaces like

cultivated lands, urban forests, recreational parks, and green belts are essential

components of urban resilience, as they build adaptive capacity by improving

human health and livelihoods, reducing surface runoff and erosion, and

mitigating urban heat island effects, among others. Protection of green space

in urban and peri-urban contexts also offers greater capacity to transform in the

face of uncertain change. This paper centers on the ancient city of Zadar along

Croatia’s Adriatic coast to characterize broad millennial-scale changes in urban

landcover and green space. The results suggest that the distribution of urban

landcover and green space appears to have been fairly stable for much of Zadar’s

3,000-year history, which arguably played a significant role in its persistence into

the present era. However, the pace and scale of urban development, as well as

the corresponding losses of green space, have accelerated from the mid-

twentieth century onward, depleting a major source of socioecological

resilience that has benefitted the city since the Iron Age. Archaeological and

historical fields of study provide a deep temporal context to these contemporary

challenges and are well-suited to identify and promote the locally and historically

distinctive character of surviving green spaces. Land use legacies stemming from

Roman surveying and historic field clearance practices around Zadar have

resulted in one of the most distinctive and well-preserved physical
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manifestations of ancient and historic land use in the Mediterranean. Recognition

of their cultural significance, even in their diminished state, would add further

value for their protection and continued capacity toward urban resilience in the

next century.
KEYWORDS

urban landcover, green space, cultural landscape, resilience, archaeology,
Mediterranean, Zadar, Croatia
1 Introduction
The year 2007 marked the first time in history when more than

half of the global human population resided in cities. In 2018, that

number stood at about 55% and is expected to increase to

approximately two thirds by 2050 (United Nations, 2019). At no

other point in history have the challenges of urban life affected such

a high percentage of the global population, nor impacted a larger

proportion of the planet’s terrain. As the world continues to

urbanize, humanity will face a number of shared challenges

concerning sustainable development, housing, food security, clean

water, and waste management (Isenhour et al., 2015; United

Nations, 2019), much of which will be compounded by a rapidly

changing climate (IPCC, 2022). From an ecological standpoint,

Grimm et al. (2008) argue that cities themselves represent changes

occurring more globally, making them ideal studies for

understanding socioecological system dynamics.

Cities are recognized to be a growing factor in global change

today, but as a long-term process, urbanization has played a

significant role in shaping our planet’s environments for

millennia, reflecting the cumulative entanglement of humans,

climate, and environment through time (Archaeoglobe Project,

2019; Ellis et al., 2021). Exploring the longevity or persistence of

cityscapes can thus serve to highlight qualities that may have

strengthened urban sustainability or resilience over long periods

(Smith et al., 2021; Smith, 2023). In the Mediterranean, urban

landscapes originated as early as the Bronze and Iron ages, and

while many now lie in ruin and are represented by fully formed

archaeological sites, others reflect continuous growth and expansion

into the modern era. Today, many Mediterranean cityscapes are

expanding urban conglomerates, where urban landcover and sprawl

extend outward from historic city centers to countrysides. These

ballooning cityscapes often replace what has traditionally been a

rural mosaic of arable agriculture, orchards, vineyards, fallow fields,

grasslands, and woodlands with a more homogenized landcover of

industrial, commercial, and residential spaces (Hughes, 2005;

Papayannis and Sorotou, 2008; Salvati and Gargiulo Morelli,

2014). Unfortunately, the pace and scale of urban development,

as well as the corresponding losses of green space, have accelerated

into the modern era, further impacting the vulnerability and

resilience of urban environments and their hinterlands

(Makhzoumi and Pungetti, 2008).
02
In this study, we zero in on these issues surrounding the ancient

city of Zadar along Croatia’s Adriatic coast. This historic peninsular

city is characterized by a three-thousand-year record of urban

development and offers one of the most remarkably preserved

examples of ancient and historic land use legacies in the

Mediterranean. Drawing from archaeological, historical,

cartographic, aerial, and census data, we outline changes in

Zadar’s broader urban landscape, from prehistory to the present

era, with a primary focus on urban land cover and the historic

agricultural green space that once surrounded the city. Broad

changes in the interface between these two forms of landcover

through time are documented by combining published

archaeological, historical, and paleoenvironmental data with

continuing work on Roman centuriation around Zadar, the

Austrian cadastre survey of the 19th century, and documentation

of relict field systems that represent some of the last remaining

historical vestiges of green space within the limits of contemporary

urban landcover. Over the past half century, the transformation of

green space into urban landcover has accelerated dramatically,

conforming to general trends exhibited among Mediterranean

cityscapes elsewhere. The archaeological and historical approach

taken here serves to not only provide millennial-scale context to the

unprecedented pace of landcover change in the contemporary era,

but also to recognize and promote the locally distinctive and

resilient character of surviving green spaces that continue to be

threatened by urban development.
1.1 Urban resilience and green space

In their Sixth Assessment Report, the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change defines resilience to be “the capacity of social,

economic, and ecosystems to cope with a hazardous event or trend

or disturbance, responding or reorganizing in ways that maintain

their essential function, identity, and structure... while also

maintaining the capacity for adaptation, learning, and

transformation” (IPCC, 2022, 7). Meerow et al. (2016, 45) offer a

similar definition for urban resilience, in particular, referring to “the

ability of an urban system... to maintain or rapidly return to desired

functions in the face of disturbance, to adapt to change, and to

quickly transform systems that limit current or future adaptive

capacity”. They also emphasize the dynamic nature of resilience and

stress the importance of persistence (i.e., resistance to change),
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transition (i.e., incremental change), and transformation as flexible

pathways. Cities are perpetually in a dynamic state of change,

evolving slowly over long periods of time or undergoing periodic

episodes of rapid change (e.g., landcover; population; governance).

Given future uncertainties, whether related to sociopolitical,

economic, or climatic change, urban resilience is considered to be

a positive attribute when adaptive capacity building accounts for a

range of different short-term disturbances and long-term scenarios.

Green spaces are an essential component of urban resilience, as

they offer flexibility and provide a range of social (e.g., health, well-

being, quality of life, stress reduction) and ecosystem (e.g.,

biodiversity, environmental) services (Braubach et al., 2017;

Kingsley, 2019; Atiqul Haq et al., 2021; Farkas et al., 2023). Green

spaces constitute larger areas like cultivated lands, fallow fields, urban

forests, recreational parks, and green belts, as well as more intimate

settings like urban gardens and residential greenery. They also benefit

urban ecosystems by improving air quality, buffering noise pollution,

reducing surface runoff and erosion, improving infiltration, and

providing shade to limit the contributions of heat absorbing

surfaces to urban heat island effects (Bolund and Hunhammar,

1999; CIESIN, 2016; Saaroni et al., 2018; Marando et al., 2022).

Green spaces associated with agriculture and urban gardening also

preserve the cultural knowledge of food production. This can be an

important source of adaptive capacity building in the context of

increasing dependence on non-local food stuffs and the threats posed

by variability in global markets or potential disruptions in global

supply chains (Barthel and Isendahl, 2013; Barthel et al., 2015).

Moreover, green spaces can more easily transition from cultivated

spaces to fallow fields, to urban forests, and back again, with a greater

overall capacity to respond and transform in the face of change than

urban landcover. Their protection also enables a cityscape to retain a

degree of landscape diversity – a key component of resilience because

it constitutes a major source of future options in a system’s capacity to

respond to ongoing changes and uncertain future circumstances

(Walker and Salt, 2006, 145–146). Conversely, the loss of urban

green space can lead to increased vulnerability to unforeseen

environmental disturbances, climatic variability, or abrupt changes.

It also leaves a city with fewer options when facing new challenges,

and especially when replaced with more permanent and

homogenized forms of urban landcover.

The important relationship between green space and urban

resilience in the Mediterranean is often addressed with respect to

the contemporary city, or to the evolving city over the course of the

past few decades or half century (see, for example, Aguilar et al.,

2006; Catalán et al., 2008; Salvati et al., 2012; Salvati et al., 2013;

Valente et al., 2022). In archaeological and historical disciplines, the

term “green space” is not generally used, but rather the focus is

more commonly on a kind of green space in agriculture, or more

broadly, landscape. Our treatment of the millennia-old agricultural

landscape around Zadar as green space permits us to integrate the

past and present into a single framework more effectively, and to

advocate for the role of archaeology and history in contemporary

studies of urban resilience and socioecological systems.

Of particular importance to this study is the intersection of

green space and the notion of local distinctiveness, which arises

from the “interactions between culture and place to give that
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distinctiveness” (Aplin, 2007, 429). In architectural conservation

and historic preservation, local distinctiveness can be observed in

the physical identity of places, buildings, and architectural features

(Rodwell, 2007, 185–186). Similarly, when applied to rural places

like forests, agricultural fields, and associated small settlements,

local distinctiveness is considered to be the physical outcome of

human activities and their creativity through time (Davis, 2005,

404). When managed and shaped over long periods, agricultural

landscapes come to reflect a local identity or distinctiveness, often

expressed in patterns of vegetation and field management strategies

(e.g., fallowing, intercropping, multicropping, agroforestry, species

diversity), the built environment (e.g., terraces, canals, drystone

walls, cairns), or both. The longevity of urban settlements and their

associated historic green spaces reveal a certain local distinctiveness

that may also signal qualities of a resilient urban landscape – that is,

the capacity to persist, transition, or transform over long periods of

time while retaining some element of its structure or identity.

Recognizing the cultural and historical significance of green space

would therefore add further value toward its protection and

potential role in strengthening urban resilience in the

coming century.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Geographical context of the study

The city of Zadar lies along the eastern shores of the Adriatic

Sea (Figure 1). Its coastal peninsula was the setting for a major

Liburnian Iron Age center in the first millennium BCE, which was

subsequently transformed into a Roman colony by the turn of the

millennium. It remained a nucleated and fortified city throughout

the Middle Ages and into the Early Modern Era, and it continues to

be a major cultural, commercial, and touristic center along the

eastern Adriatic Sea today. As an administrative unit, the city

currently covers 194 km2, while the city proper (Zadar
FIGURE 1

Geography of the study region and place names mentioned in the
text (data pulled from European Environment Agency, 2016; State
Geodetic Administration, 2016; European Environment Agency, 2018).
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settlement) covers 52 km2. In this study, we focus mostly on the city

proper but occasionally consider the wider area.

The area surrounding the city, known as Ravni Kotari, is a karstic

region characterized by small hills interspersed with low, relatively

flat areas of flysch deposits (Ilijanić et al., 2018, 67). The interior is

geographically bordered by Velebit Mountain to the north and east,

which reaches elevations of about 1,500 m.a.s.l. and acts as an

ecotonal boundary between the interior Balkan Peninsula and the

Adriatic Sea (Roglić, 1962). The climate along Croatia’s central and

southern Adriatic coast is consistent with Köppen classification Csa,

Mediterranean with hot and dry summers (Šegota and Filipčić, 2003).

Vegetation across the Ravni Kotari is conditioned by its karstic

terrain, Mediterranean climate, and human activities over the

course of millennia. Typical vegetation includes macchia and

garrigue, with evergreen shrubs, bushes, and oak trees (Ilijanić

et al., 2018, 68). As one of the few low-lying and fertile regions

along Croatia’s rugged coastline, Ravni Kotari has traditionally been

the setting for a wealth of agricultural and livestock economies (Čuka

et al., 2012). The eastern Adriatic Sea is also characterized by an array

of small islands and marine channels that have provided protective

harbors for the region’s long history of seafaring and fishing

(Forenbaher, 1999; Forenbaher, 2009).

Broadly, climate in the region has trended toward more arid

conditions since the mid-Holocene, becoming similar to that of the

present-day Mediterranean by the Late Holocene (Finné et al., 2011,

3,164). Paleoenvironmental records from a stalagmite in Strasňa peć

Cave on Dugi Otok, the outermost island off the coast of Zadar,

reflect this transition to a hot and dry Mediterranean climate in the

Adriatic around 1000 BCE (Lončar et al., 2019, 103). At a

continental scale, Büntgen et al. (2011) generated tree-ring based

precipitation and temperature records for Late Holocene central

Europe. They observe generally above average spring precipitation

during the Late Iron Age and Early Roman Period (ca. 300 BCE–

250 CE), followed by exceptional climate variability for the period

ca. 250–550 CE. Spring precipitation and summer temperatures

began to increase from the end of the sixth century CE,

approximating favorable Early Roman conditions again by the

ninth century. Reduced climate variability is also observed for the

period 700–1000 CE. Wetter summers during the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries and a trend toward cooler conditions ca. 1300

CE are thought to correspond to the onset of the Little Ice Age

(Büntgen et al., 2011, 580). However, at subcontinental and regional

scales, the degree and frequency of temperature and precipitation

changes can vary significantly from these broader continental

trends (McCormick et al., 2012; Luterbacher et al., 2016).

Climate predictions over the coming century suggest that most

landscapes across the Mediterranean will see hotter and drier

summers with warmer winters. Interannual variability is

anticipated to increase, as is the general occurrence of extreme

heat and drought events. For parts of the Adriatic, this could

translate to 20–30% declines in summer precipitation by 2100,

and temperature increases by 2–4°C over the same period (Giorgi

and Lionello, 2008). Despite a general trend toward drier summer

conditions in the Mediterranean, episodes of severe precipitation

and flooding may also become more frequent (Christensen and

Christensen, 2003). In addition to more extreme weather events, sea
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level rise in the eastern Adriatic over the coming century is likely to

leave low lying coastal zones more vulnerable to flooding and

erosion. In the Zadar region, sea level is predicted to rise between

approximately 32 and 73 cm by 2100, under intermediate (SSP2-

4.5) future greenhouse gas emissions scenarios (NASA, 2023).
2.2 Sources of information and
methodological approach

This study draws from a range of published source data to

reconstruct relative changes in urban landcover and green space

from Zadar’s foundations in the early first millennium BCE to the

modern era. Urban landcover in this context refers to the (generally)

nucleated arrangement of residential, religious, commercial, industrial,

and/or other public and private forms of architecture, along with

streets, open squares, courtyards, and other urban recreational spaces.

Extensively published archaeological and historical works in Croatian,

Italian, and English languages are utilized to reconstruct and calculate

spatial changes in the urban built environment through successive

cultural historical epochs (e.g., Iron Age, Antiquity, Middle Ages, Early

Modern Era). To document changes in the rural landscape

surrounding the urban center (i.e., green space), we utilize a range of

information, including existing pollen and macrofossil data from

previously published and ongoing archaeological work in the region,

emerging data on Roman land surveying in coastal Ravni Kotari and

neighboring Ugljan Island, the Austrian cadastre survey conducted

around the city in 1826, and historic aerial photographs taken by the

Royal Air Force in 1944. Recent satellite and aerial imagery provide key

insights into contemporary urban landcover change, whereas

population estimates and census records produce complementary

information about the growth of the city into the twenty-first century.

Zadar was selected as a case study because of its long and

continuous record of occupation since the Iron Age and its

corresponding historic agricultural green space. Land use legacies

stemming from Roman centuriation and historic field clearance

practices have left one of the most distinctive and well-preserved

physical manifestations of ancient and historic land use in the

Mediterranean, offering an excellent opportunity to explore

landcover change and green space through time. The city’s

moderate size, which includes a nucleated and mono-centric

historic core surrounded by urban landcover and green space,

also make it a manageable analytical unit to study in its entirety.

Finally, the availability of early nineteenth century cartography,

mid-twentieth century aerial photography, and surviving relics of

historic field systems provide a unique opportunity to document the

pace of urban landcover change, loss of green space, and its

potential to build resilience capacity into the twenty first century.

3 Results

3.1 Liburnian Iron Age (9th century – 1st

century BCE)

Zadar’s earliest manifestation of settlement dates to the

Liburnian Iron Age in the early first millennium BCE (Batović,
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1964; Čondić, 2010; Čondić and Vuković, 2017). Liburnian culture

is distinctive of the Late Bronze and Iron Ages in the eastern

Adriatic, whose territory is traditionally considered to have

extended from the Rasǎ River in the north to the Krka River in

the south (Batović, 1965; Batović, 1983; Batović, 1987; Blečić Kavur

and Podrug, 2014, 87–89). Although the Ravni Kotari was home to

a number of Liburnian Iron Age hillforts, some of which would

ultimately become Roman municipia (Batović, 1977; Čelhar, 2014),

Zadar was the largest and most pronounced of these settlements,

transforming into a Roman colony in the province of Dalmatia in

the first century BCE (Wilkes, 1969, 206–207; Suić, 2003, 38–39;

Čače, 2006).

Despite its prominence, characterizing the earliest settlement

beneath Zadar remains challenging because of its long, continuous

occupational history. The coupled effects of rising sea level (Brusić,

2001, 47; Čondić, 2010, 44; Parica, 2021, 141–143) and the city’s

three thousand years of urban development into the twenty first

century have left much of Zadar’s earliest foundations deeply

buried, inaccessible, or destroyed. Yet, a number of isolated and

opportunistic excavations within the historic peninsular city,

particularly during post-World War II reconstruction, provide

small but important glimpses into Zadar’s early settlement.

Evidence is primarily limited to deeply stratified clay surfaces,

segments of drystone alignments, and fragments of both locally-

produced coarse ware and imported pottery (Čondić, 2010; Čondić

and Vuković, 2017). These earliest settlement deposits are dated

primarily by their association with fragments of high-quality

imported pottery, the most abundant of which are those from

Daunian (Matt-painted pottery) and various Greek workshops (e.g.,

Corinthian, Attic black- and red-figure pottery), followed later by

numerous Hellenistic wares (e.g., late South Italian red-figure

pottery, Gnathia pottery, black-glazed pottery) during the Late

Iron Age (Čondić and Vuković, 2017, 53–62, 74–99).

The spatial distribution of Iron Age deposits beneath Zadar

suggests the settlement occupied most of the peninsular area

during this period, although material evidence is most concentrated

on the northwestern half of the peninsula and decreasing toward the

southeast (Čondić and Vuković, 2017, 27). The extent of the

settlement to the southeast remains somewhat ambiguous, as no

remains of a fortification wall have been identified. However, recent

rescue excavations near the Roman city gate in the southeastern

portion of the peninsula identified Liburnian drystone walls, hearths,

and accompanying material culture that testify to the Early Iron Age

settlement on this part of the peninsula as well (Vučić and Manenica,

2015, 7, 12–15, 33). Liburnian graves, normally placed outside the

town walls, extended along the southeastern margin of the peninsula

and into the present-day neighborhood of Relja, also the location of a

pronounced Roman era cemetery (Čondić and Vuković, 2017, 30–

31). In Relja, remains of Liburnian port structures were also exposed,

indicating that the Bay of Jazine extended much farther into the

mainland during the Iron Age than it does today. These port

structures consisted of parallel lines of drywalls with large

quantities of imported ceramic material, and the wooden lining of

presumed wells, as massive wooden logs were documented near two
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
springs in the limestone substrate (Brusić, 2001). In general, current

evidence, although fragmentary, strongly suggests that Zadar’s

Liburnian settlement was mostly restricted to the defensible coastal

peninsula (Figure 2A).

To date, few investigations have focused on the Liburnian built

environment. Work at the Beretinova Gradina hillfort near Radovin

settlement (Batović, 1968) and more recently at the Nadin-Gradina

hillfort (Čelhar and Zaro, 2016; Čelhar and Zaro, 2017; Zaro and

Čelhar, 2018; Kukoč and Čelhar, 2019; Čelhar and Zaro, In Press a;

Čelhar and Zaro, In Press b) provides an illustration of the material

construction and spatial organization of Liburnian hillforts

generally. Excavations at both sites revealed deeply stratified clay

surfaces, post holes, pits, drystone walls, stone alignments or

enclosures, and other features of the Iron Age urban landscape.

At the Beretinova Gradina hillfort, 18 km to the northeast of Zadar,

broad excavations exposed a series of rectangular structures

measuring approximately 5 × 8 m each that formed a ring along

the interior perimeter of the hillfort. By the Late Iron Age and Early

Roman periods, the settlement had expanded to cover much of the

hillfort area (Batović, 1968). Ongoing work at the Nadin-Gradina

hillfort, approximately 23 km to the east-southeast of Zadar,

presents a similar picture, with Late Bronze Age or Early Iron

Age domestic architecture positioned close to the interior face of the

defensive wall, and construction expanding inward by the Late Iron

Age (Čelhar and Zaro, In Press b). As is characteristic of other

Liburnian hillforts, the Iron Age flat necropolis at Nadin is situated

just outside the fortification wall. It was spatially organized around

an irregular “grid” of grave plots defined by enclosure walls of large,

undressed stone blocks containing one, two, or four graves, and

mostly lined with slab stones. Late Iron Age collective graves have a

more rectangular ground plan, are more formally arranged, and are

delineated by large stone blocks (Kukoč and Čelhar, 2019).

Reconstructing the immediate landscape around Liburnian

Zadar remains di fficult , but paleoenvironmental and

archaeobotanical data from nearby locations offer a general

interpretation of the interior landscapes of Ravni Kotari that may

also have been characteristic of those immediately surrounding

Zadar during the Iron Age. Based on a synthesis of pollen and plant

macro-fossil records of the Croatian coast (Šosťarić, 2005), the

region (broadly) saw a decline in Juniperus and a spread in Erica

from approximately 3100–1300 BCE, the latter of which is argued to

be the result of anthropogenic burning and/or grazing during the

Eneolithic and Bronze Age. This is followed by a relative rise in the

proportion of pine (Pinus) and walnut (Juglans) in the Iron Age,

and the appearance of chestnut (Castanea) and other species

resulting from human activity (Šosťarić, 2005, 385–386). Pollen

from the Bokanjačko Blato sediment core, a former wetland near

Zadar, generally aligns with this overall picture, suggesting a decline

in forest vegetation by at least the second millennium BCE, possibly

from forest clearance, and the presence of cereals, walnut, chestnut,

grape, and olive, with the latter two becoming more pronounced in

upper levels (Grüger, 1996, 36–43). Most recently, archaeobotanical

collections from Iron Age deposits at Nadin-Gradina also reflect a

mixed landscape. In addition to a range of woody species, among
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which the most represented come from vine (Vitis vinifera), cereals

are commonly represented in the assemblage and dominated by

barley (Hordeum vulgare), along with millet (Panicum miliaceum),

and to lesser extents, lentils (Lens culinaris), lentil vetch (Vicia

ervilia), and beans (Vicia faba) (Nye, 1996; Knežić, 2022). Although

the particular ecologies surrounding Zadar during the Iron Age

have not been investigated, it seems reasonable to suggest that much

of its surrounding mainland terrain may have been similar to those

reconstructed for the interior Ravni Kotari, characterized by mixed

subsistence spaces of cultivated, wooded, and grassy landcover.
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3.2 Roman Antiquity and Early Middle Ages
(1st century BCE – 7th century CE)

Zadar evolved into a Roman colony in the province of Dalmatia

late in the first century BCE, with a number of somewhat smaller

but pronounced municipia scattered across Ravni Kotari (Wilkes,

1969; Suić, 1981; Starac, 2006). The heart of Roman Zadar

continued to be the narrow peninsula, with a few small built-up

spaces on the nearby mainland (Figure 2B). The Antique town

center was characterized by residential blocks, marketplaces,
FIGURE 2

Zadar’s urban land cover through time (residential, commercial, other built-up spaces): (A) Iron Age; (B) Antiquity; (C) Early Nineteenth Century
(D) Early Twentieth Century. Shaded areas were drawn from published archaeological reports, historical cartography, and aerial photographs. Base
satellite image taken from Google Earth (imagery date: September 2022).
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administrative and religious complexes, urban recreational spaces,

and an orthogonal pattern of streets aligned with the primary cardo

and decumanus, which intersected at the forum (Suić, 2003, 209,

297–299). Major portions of the Roman city, including the forum,

capitolium, baths, markets, and other infrastructure, were at least

partially excavated during the immediate aftermath of World War

II (Suić, 1981; Suić, 2003), providing narrow glimpses into the

developed urban form of Zadar during Classical Antiquity

(Figure 3). The area of the forum and capitolium became the

focus of the early Christian center in Late Antiquity and the Early

Middle Ages, which developed within the existing layout of Roman

era city streets (Vežić, 1993; Uglesǐć, 2002; Vežić, 2005; Misǩović,

2020). Notable is the early Christian cathedral dedicated to St. Peter

(today’s St. Anastasia), located along the decumanus in the area of

the Roman forum. Its origin in Late Antiquity (fifth to sixth century

CE) has been confirmed through archaeological excavation and

conservation (Vežić, 1993; Vežić, 2005). A defensive wall was

constructed around the entire perimeter of the peninsular city,

which was subsequently renovated or replaced by a new Late

Antique construction with inclusions of spolia (Suić, 2003, 198,

Figures 60 and 61; Jović Gazić, 2011, 186–189). Additionally,

Brunelli (1913, 135) conveys the late seventeenth century writings

of Dalmatian historian Ivan Lučić (Johannes Lucius), who mentions

the ruined stones of an amphitheater just beyond the walled city to

the southeast at the site of the seventeenth century Venetian

Mezzalun fort. His writings also refer to an inscription associated

with the fort, indicating it to be at the location of a former Roman

amphitheater (Brunelli, 1913, 136).

Outside the city walls, apart from residential spaces, the most

common built-up areas were for inns, lodgings, workshops, and

public facilities (Suić, 2003, 319–320). Although there is little

archaeological indication of these early suburbs, the most likely

direction of urban landcover expansion, given the peninsular nature

of the city, would have been beyond the fortification walls to the

southeast, where the medieval suburb Varos ̌ later developed (Vežić,

2001, 210). Because of Zadar’s current urban landcover, ancient

roads extending outward into the countryside have been

archaeologically confirmed in only a few locations and in very

small segments (Nedved, 1980, 345–354; Glusč̌ević, 2005, 217, 243;
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Maurin, 2012, 569). However, these primary routes were important

because they not only connected suburban areas to the city center,

but they also established the initial framework onto which urban

landcover could initially expand.

Roman necropoli constituted an important built-up space

beyond the city walls and were largely positioned along primary

roads leading out from the fortified city center. Their spatial

organization reflected that of the city, stretching along roads,

sometimes for kilometers, and with additional side streets.

Wealthier families owned burial plots along primary and

secondary streets within the necropolis, mirroring the regular grid

of city streets and insulas (Suić, 2003, 318; Serventi and Jurjević,

2012, 201). Although Roman graves have been discovered in a

much wider area (Suić, 2003; Glusč̌ević, 2005, 161, 318), the central

part of Zadar’s Roman necropolis was situated along one of the

primary roads leading out to Ravni Kotari, in Zadar’s present-day

neighborhood of Relja where earlier Iron Age graves had also been

recorded (see Figures 2B, 3). Over the past century, archaeologists

have identified more than 2,000 Roman-era burials, generally dated

from the first century BCE to the fourth century CE (Nedved, 1980,

341–345; Glusč̌ević, 1990, 107–110; Suić, 2003 Glusč̌ević, 2005;

Fadić, 2007a, 347–349; Fadić, 2007b, 350–351; Alihodžić, 2009, 508;

Perović and Fadić, 2009, 55; Alihodžić, 2010, 541; Vučić, 2010, 540;

Maurin and Paraman, 2013, 648; Serventi, 2014, 161, 318;

Alihodžić, 2015, 528).

Roman villas or estates have also been documented around

Zadar and form another small category of built-up space. They

played important economic roles in the production of food and

other products and consequently served to connect the city and

countryside (Suić, 2003, 315–338). The remains of several villas

have been archaeologically recorded in the vicinity of the necropolis

in Relja (Suić, 1960, 208; Glusč̌ević, 2005, 92–95, 246–247). Others

have been identified north along the coast between Zadar and Nin

(Fadić, 1986, 90–91; Begović and Schrunk, 2002, 119; Jurjević, 2020,

522–523, 534–535; Uglesǐć, 2021, 224) and along the coast to the

south toward Sukosǎn (Pesǐć, 2017, 15; Begović and Schrunk, 2002,

119; Jurjević, 2020, 526, 528, 538–539, 541; Jurković Pesǐć and

Grgurić, 2022, 130). There were most certainly additional villas

toward the interior of mainland Zadar, but contemporary urban

development makes their investigation difficult.

The legacies of centuriation, or Roman land survey, provide the

most important indication of land use and green space surrounding the

city during Antiquity. Centuriation was a form of Roman land division

where surveyors (agrimensores) were commissioned to delineate

cultivable land within a newly acquired territory (Campbell, 2000).

Farmland for the colony was laid out through the use of a groma – a

cross-shaped implement – to extend two lines at right angles, effectively

establishing the centuriated grid (Stambaugh, 1988, 248). Written

sources note that agrimensores were primarily responsible for

dividing land for government, local communities, individuals, and

colonial settlements (Campbell, 2000, liv).

Roman land distribution grids are visible across many

Mediterranean landscapes today, including the Iberian Peninsula,

the Apennine Peninsula, Dalmatia, and North Africa, and they

reflect the imposition of Roman imperialism on distant territories

(Bradford, 1957; Roselaar, 2010; Palet and Orengo, 2011;
FIGURE 3

Zadar’s historic urban core and placenames mentioned in the text.
Base satellite image taken from Google Earth (imagery date:
September 2022).
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Boatwright et al., 2012; Kadi, 2016; Kadi, 2020). From an

archaeological perspective, they remain some of the most tangible

pieces of evidence of Roman land survey and allocation, often

expressed today in the form of orthogonal systems of roads and field

boundaries. Their legacies are occasionally visible through the fabric

of contemporary urban landcover as well, the expansion of which

often consumed cultivable lands at the margins of colonial

cityscapes (Bradford, 1957; Suić, 2003; Brigand, 2009; Kadi, 2020).

In the eastern Adriatic, Royal Air Force images of the 1940s

captured centuriated field systems around the cities of Pula, Zadar,

and Split (Bradford, 1947; Bradford, 1957). Aerial imagery of Zadar

displays a clearly demarcated grid on the mainland, generally

oriented northwest–southeast in coordination with the coastline

(Figure 4). The major grid lines are spaced approximately 710 m

apart, consistent with patterns of Roman centuria quadrata

identified elsewhere (Bradford, 1947, 197). Roman centuriae

around Zadar have traditionally been interpreted to have

extended from Diklo in the northwest to Sukos ̌an in the

southeast, and to Musapstan in the north (Bradford, 1947, 197;

Suić, 1955; Suić, 1981, 148–156; Jaksǐć, 1986; Marsǐć, 1993; Suić,

2003, 166). However, recent and ongoing work is reevaluating this

assessment, suggesting that the ager around Zadar was much larger

than traditionally described. Centuriated grids have been identified

on Ugljan Island just across the channel from Zadar (Suić, 2003;

Kadi, 2016), and additional evidence indicates that the northern

border of the ager around Zadar may have extended as far as

Poličnik (Kadi, 2020) (see Figure 1). Ongoing work suggests the

northwestern border may have extended beyond Diklo as well.

Beyond the centuriated grid lines, there is little direct evidence

to characterize the cultivated landscape surrounding Zadar.

Archaeobotanical data from Nadin-Gradina in central Ravni

Kotari point to some variation in the agricultural landscape as it

evolved from the Iron Age into Classical Antiquity. As noted earlier,

samples recovered from Iron Age deposits reflect a mixed landscape

with diversified prehistoric cereal agriculture. Nadin-Gradina

samples from the first to third centuries CE suggest a decline in
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cereals and legumes when compared to Iron Age deposits, or at least

a shift from their processing within the hillfort. Concurrently, olive

pit fragments (Olea europaea) begin to appear more regularly in

Late Iron Age or Early Roman era samples, and they become the

most common macrobotanical find (behind wood charcoal) among

first to third century CE deposits. This may point to a shift from an

open landscape of diversified cereal agriculture in the Iron Age to an

intensified form of olive-focused arboriculture and other fruits

during the Roman era (Countryman et al., in press). Nearby on

Ugljan Island, where olive groves in various states of management

are common across the landscape today, the ruins of a Roman

period mill and villa complex lie at its northern end, further

suggesting the importance of oil processing during this era

(Ilakovac, 1997). Regardless of the specific composition of the

agrarian landscape surrounding Zadar, the distribution of relict

Roman survey lines would indicate that agricultural green space

characterized most of the mainland terrain around the historic

urban core of the peninsular city. The placement of possible Late

Antique watchtower forts across portions of the ager closest to the

city, as interpreted from toponyms recorded in historic city records

from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries (Smiljanić, 2010,

399–413), would further testify to the value placed on these

cultivated spaces by city officials during the Late Roman era.

Today, the centuriated grid near Zadar remains one of the best

preserved examples of Roman land survey in the Mediterranean.
3.3 Middle Ages and Early Modern Era (7th

– 18th century CE)

The Middle Ages and Early Modern Era are marked by significant

political change, where Zadar’s affiliation transferred from the

Byzantine Empire, to the Kingdom of Croatia, to the Kingdom of

Hungary (Klaić and Petricioli, 1976). In 1409, Zadar fell under the

control of the Venetian Republic, which continued until 1797 (Raukar

et al., 1987). The city’s geographic position on the eastern Adriatic

coast made it a desirable location and safe harbor along trade routes to

the east, which was crucial for Venetian maritime interests.

Although the peninsular setting of the historic city constituted a

spatial limitation to Zadar’s growth, Jović Gazić (2011, 186) points

out that maintaining the Classical Antique perimeter was a

common phenomenon in the transition from Late Antiquity to

the Middle Ages and is apparent among many Central European

towns with long-term urban continuity. This was the case with

medieval Zadar, which retained its basic urban form from the

Roman period. In addition to a range of different public and

private buildings, churches and monasteries were a focus of major

construction activities in the Early Middle Ages (Klaić and

Petricioli, 1976; Mis ̌ković, 2020). The Late Antique Christian

cathedral was no longer dedicated to St. Peter but rather to St.

Anastasia and was thoroughly rebuilt over the remains of the earlier

edifice (Klaić and Petricioli, 1976). An iconic example of

monumental church construction is the ninth century church of

St. Donat – a cultural-historical symbol of Zadar today. It was

constructed near the cathedral of St. Anastasia, utilizing significant

spolia from the Roman forum in its foundations (Vežić, 2002)
FIGURE 4

Orthomosaic image of Zadar created in Agisoft Photoscan software,
composed from a series of seven Royal Air Force photos from 1944.
Roman centuriation is visible in the form of broad and regularly
spaced orthogonal lines (white arrows indicate examples). The semi-
regular and organic pattern of smaller, rectilinear features reflects an
agricultural landscape of drystone walls and cairns. Construction
dates of these latter features are not currently known, but they likely
formed prior to the early nineteenth century Austrian cadastre
survey. Royal Air Force imagery courtesy of Geodetski zavod d.d.
Split, Croatia.
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(Figure 5). Much of the built environment in Late Antiquity and the

Early Middle Ages mapped onto the existing Roman grid of streets,

but this pattern began to shift by the later Middle Ages (Klaić and

Petricioli, 1976, 278). The administrative center of the city also

relocated from Roman times, from the capitolium and forum on the

west side to the Platea Magna, today’s People’s Square, toward the

southeast (see Figure 3). This new focal point of the peninsular city

was also surrounded by public buildings, like the Palace of the City

Council and the City Lodge (Petricioli, 1965a, 160–162; Klaić and

Petricioli, 1976, 280; Raukar, 1977, 19). Zadar’s medieval walls were

gradually constructed and reinforced, gaining their final medieval

appearance in the thirteenth century and providing further spatial

definition and continuity to the urban center. The evolution of

fortification walls delineating the city is most evident today in the

southeastern portion of the peninsula near Petar Zoranić square,

where segments of fortification walls from Classical Antiquity, Late

Antiquity, and the Middle Ages are preserved in close proximity

and parallel to one another (Figure 6) (Fadić and Štefanac, 2011;

Jović Gazić, 2011, 186–187; Vučić and Manenica, 2015, 12–13).

Historical sources mention the development of a small suburb,

St. Martin (Varos ̌ Sv. Martina), outside the city walls to the

southeast. It was also enclosed by fortification walls and towers,

but sparsely populated and associated with only country houses and

gardens. In the Late Middle Ages, it was still very much

characterized by agriculture and pastoralism (Petricioli, 1965a,

178–180; Petricioli, 1965b, 202; Raukar, 1977, 20). Opposite the

harbor on the mainland were, among others, the churches of St.

James, St. Peter, and St. John. Farther north, in what is now

Belafuža, was the church of St. Mary, also referred to as de

Roveris, de Quercus (of oak trees), and later Olivarum (of olive

trees) (Petricioli, 1965a, 181). In some cases, the construction of

churches across the landscape seemed to articulate with previously
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established Roman centuriae. The clearest example of this is the

large tenth century estate of the monastery of St. Krsěvan, in the

western part of the ager near Diklo, which measured the exact size

of six centuriae and emphasized field cultivation (Jaksǐć, 1986). This

correspondence between the positions of rural churches and Roman

centuriae has also been observed for early Christian and medieval

churches on nearby Ugljan Island (Kadi, 2016). Regarding

cemeteries, medieval and Early Modern Era burials were mostly

situated within town churches and monasteries or around them

(Jurić, 2002; Jurić, 2008; Bekić et al., 2017; Gusar and Vujević, 2023).

Outside the city walls, archaeological excavations confirmed that

Relja was still in use as a cemetery during the Late Middle Ages as

well, suggesting a degree of continuity in use of space since the Iron

Age (Gusar and Vujević, 2010).

The most substantial changes to Zadar’s urban built

environment came in the sixteenth century when, in response to

the expansion of the Ottoman Empire from Anatolia to

Southeastern Europe, the Venetian Republic replaced the

dilapidated medieval walls with new renaissance bastion

fortifications around the entire peninsular city (Raukar et al.,

1987). Additional fortifications were also expanded over the

former medieval suburb of Varos ̌ St. Martin on the southeast

margin of the peninsula (Petricioli, 1958, 121, Figure 1; Petricioli,

1965b, 202). Concurrently, through the construction of ditches, the

fortified city was transformed into an island, further delineating the

urban form and spatial organization of Zadar during the Early

Modern Era. The heavily fortified city is depicted in an 1808 map,

along with planned (but never executed) fortifications on the

mainland across the harbor (Figure 7).

Zadar was the center of craft, maritime, trade, and financial

activities whereas the landscape surrounding the medieval fortified

city was largely agrarian, characterized by cultivated fields, gardens,

and votive churches (Raukar, 1977, 20–21). House lot gardens

within the town were mostly reserved for fruits and vegetables,

while infields on the mainland were dedicated to olive groves and

vineyards. More distant fields were utilized for grain production.

After sea salt, livestock, and wheat, vine was the most important

product of most medieval Dalmatian towns (Raukar, 1977, 155–
FIGURE 6

Segments of fortification walls along the southeast margin of the
peninsula. Left: Classical Antiquity; Center: Late Antiquity; Right:
Middle Ages. (Photo credit: G. Zaro).
FIGURE 5

Ninth century church of St. Donat in the area of Zadar’s Roman
forum. Note the heavy use of spolia in its foundation. Restored
foundation walls of Roman tabernae in the forum are visible in the
foreground. (Photo credit: G. Zaro).
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156). Written medieval documents also mention mulberries,

melons, figs, plums, and the marasca cherry from which Zadar

would later produce its notable liqueur, Maraschino (Peričić, 1999;

Anzulović, 2010, 26, 163–166). In the sixteenth century, agricultural

productivity around Zadar and its hinterland experienced a period

of decline due, in part, to the Venetian-Ottoman wars, the resulting

population loss, and the destruction of agricultural fields and

technologies (Raukar et al., 1987, 244).
3.4 Modern era (18th – 20th century CE)

With the fall of the Venetian Republic in 1797, Zadar came

under the rule of the Austrian Empire, then the French Empire in

1806, and again under Austria in 1813 (Peričić, 2011, 25–38). Zadar

remained part of the Habsburg/Austro-Hungarian Empire until its

dissolution in 1918 at the end of World War I. During the first

period of Austrian and subsequent French rule, construction

around Zadar was related primarily to military operations. The

French used the town as a military camp, abolishing a number of

churches and monasteries for the sake of warehouses and barracks

(Peričić, 2011, 33; Stagličić, 2011, 265). In 1820, the town cemetery

was established in its current location, well outside the city walls and

just inland from today’s Gaženica port (Stagličić, 2011, 271). A

second major renovation was the 1829 transformation of Bastion

Grimani, located at the southeast margin of the fortified center, into

a city park, but given the continued strategic importance of Zadar, a

new fortification (Fortini) was built concurrently across the harbor

from the historic peninsula (Stagličić, 2011, 272–273). Several

decades later, after Zadar was declared a free city in 1868, the

seaward portions of the peninsular fortification walls were

demolished, with new residential and commercial buildings

erected in their place by 1873 (Peričić, 2011, 209). In 1890, the

Venetian fortress Forte, which protected Zadar along its

southeastern margin, was also transformed into a public park

(Peričić, 2011, 210). Venetian-era walls along the harbor and
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southeastern margin of the city persist today and are protected as

a World Heritage Site (UNESCO, 2023). Zadar continued to

urbanize at a moderate pace in the nineteenth century, and by the

early twentieth century, the suburban settlements of Vosťarnica,

Brodarica, Borik, and Puntamika were established residential spaces

(Stagličić, 2011, 325–326), all of which now lie within the

boundaries of Zadar’s contemporary urban landcover (Figures 2C,

D; see also Figure 3).

Cadastral survey records were an important component of land

administration during this period and offer a glimpse of urban and

rural landcover around Zadar during the early nineteenth century.

Originating from the beginning of the nineteenth century when the

Franciscan cadastre was introduced for the Austrian part of the

Habsburg Monarchy, the Austrian cadastre survey provided

descriptions of land use and spatial delineation of field and

building plots for taxation and legal purposes (Navratil and

Frank, 2004; Navratil et al., 2010; Timár and Biszak, 2010; Lisec

and Navratil, 2014). Digitized survey data for the Zadar region

document a nineteenth century mainland characterized by a mosaic

of land use classifications (Arcanum, 2023). Several suburbs that

formed in the early part of the previous century are also depicted on

the map as building plots. The small settlement of Arbanasi (Borgo

Erizzo) is noted to the southeast of the fortified city and near the

coast. Across the harbor, the settlements of Vosťarnica (Ceraria)

and Stanovi (Babina) are noted along the marina and slightly more

inland, respectively (Raukar et al., 1987, 547). The remainder of

what is now mainland Zadar seems to have been characterized by a

mosaic of green spaces that included grasslands, plough fields

(wheat, barley, corn, oat, spelt), vineyards (vines and olive trees

grown together), and gardens (Swiss chard, legumes, garlic, almond,

figs, ornamental) (Figure 8). By the latter half of the nineteenth

century, viticulture for wine production had intensified in Dalmatia

(a nineteenth century coastal crown land of the Austrian Empire at

that time) in response to severe declines in other European

countries, primarily due to the appearance of the grapevine

disease phylloxera (Čuka et al., 2017). In 1896, approximately

23% of the total Zadar area was covered in vines (Cesarsko

kraljevska sredis ̌nja statistička komisija, 1908). Other types of

agricultural land use covered approximately 70% of the area,

while unproductive land (built-up, water bodies) constituted the

remaining 7% of the territory. By the early twentieth century,

phylloxera had spread throughout most of Dalmatia as well,

resulting in significant economic declines in viticulture (Čuka

et al., 2017).

As is evident in aerial imagery of 1944, much of the mainland

terrain immediately surrounding the historic nucleus of Zadar was

covered by a matrix of drystone field walls, terraces, and cairns,

interspersed among the Roman centuriated grid lines (see Figure 4).

The arrangement of these landscape modifications in the eastern

Adriatic reflects regular and irregular patterning driven largely by

slope, aspect, and other local geophysical, cultural, and historical

circumstances (Andlar et al., 2017; Andlar et al., 2018). Following

the nomenclature of Andlar et al. (2018, 770–771), the drystone

field boundaries and cairns visible in historic aerial imagery around

Zadar may be described as enclosed karst clearings, which generally

exhibit semi-regular to organic patterns of construction. These
FIGURE 7

An 1808 depiction of Zadar showing the heavily fortified peninsular
city and planned, but never executed, fortifications across the
harbor (darker yellowish shading). The majority of terrain around the
city continued to be agriculturally mixed green space. (HR-HDA-
902, Cartographic Collection, K.VII.i.180, Croatian State Archive).
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features constitute a classic form of landesque capital and are

generally intended to improve a landscape for cultivable purposes

(Brookfield, 2001; Håkansson and Widgren, 2014). Their

construction clears field surfaces of stones and other debris, slows

surface runoff, reduces soil erosion and nutrient loss, and improves

water retention. These structures constituted a significant

investment of labor at the time of their creation, but with regular

maintenance, they became important elements of the landscape that

benefited generations of farmers. However, as socioecological

conditions surrounding their management change, such features

may become partially devalued, abandoned, or even destroyed, the

latter of which cancels out the centuries of “banked” labor they

represent (Zaro, 2014, 246–247).

It is difficult to determine when this field architecture was

constructed. Where Roman centuriation is evident, field walls

often terminate at the margins of grid lines and so very likely

post-date the Roman era. A cursory comparison of field wall

distribution and the Austrian cadastre of the early nineteenth

century shows some similarities between field walls and property

boundaries, likely indicating they were at least partially formed by

the time of that survey. Regardless of their time depth, these

constructions clearly formed a significant piece of the cultural

landscape and local green space well into the twentieth century

and up to World War II.
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3.5 The great acceleration of urban
landcover (Late 20th – 21st century CE)

From the middle of the twentieth century onward, Zadar’s

urban landscape transformed dramatically, with urban landcover

expanding rapidly onto the former agricultural landscape (see

Figure 2). During World War II, Zadar was heavily bombarded,

destroying or damaging 80% of its urban infrastructure (Mlikota,

2021, 143). In the post-war era, industrialization played an

important role in its reconstruction and economic development,

spurring a host of new factories and residential spaces needed for

their workers. New constructions initially occurred along the

narrow coastal zone but soon after moved inland onto these

previously cultivable green spaces (Graovac, 2014).

The post-war growth in industry and commerce, coupled with

inadequate investments in agriculture, drew more people from the

rural countryside into the urban center. This situation was common

across Croatia but was more pronounced among the coastal

counties, and particularly in those regions with long urban

histories (Njegač and Toskić, 1999, 267–269). Rural to urban

migration continued to accelerate following the Croatian War of

Independence in the 1990s and the dissolution of Yugoslavia. The

shift from a planned to a market economy led to the closure of

many factories and a transition to the service sector. In terms of

urban landcover and spatial organization, this resulted in the

demolition or renovation of former industrial buildings, which

were frequently situated in attractive neighborhoods near the city

center, and replaced with apartment complexes and other

residential spaces, continuing the growth trend in residential

infrastructure since World War II (Magas,̌ 2009).

Infrastructural projects in the transportation sector also

facilitated Zadar’s growth across this period, particularly from the

1960s onward with the construction of the Adriatic highway, a

railway connection, the international airport, and initial

development of the port complex at Gaženica (Magas,̌ 2009, 278).

The tourism industry in Zadar grew substantially, benefitting also

from the construction of new hotels and roads (Brkić-Vejmelka,

2009). The number of tourist visits declined in the 1990s during the

Croatian War of Independence, but rose substantially following the

war, peaking in 2019 before the COVID-19 pandemic. The

intensive growth of tourism in the twenty first century, especially

after Croatia acceded to the European Union in 2013, also

precipitated rapid construction of new apartment complexes as

tourist rentals (Figure 9). The contemporary tourism industry in

Zadar occurs predominantly during the summer months (Krce

Miočić et al., 2016), with undoubtedly profound seasonal impacts

on water and energy consumption, and on waste production and

disposal. Moreover, the tourism industry may also have longer-term

implications for urban spatial organization, real estate prices, and

the persistence of green space.

Apart from the conversions of Bastion Grimani and Forte into

city parks in 1829 and 1890, respectively, there are few green spaces

on the historic peninsula. Intense bombing during World War II
FIGURE 8

Digitized 1826 Austrian cadastre showing the mixed agricultural land
use that characterized the mainland surrounding the peninsular city
(State Geodetic Administration, 2016; Arcanum, 2023).
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left many buildings around the forum and along the riva, or

waterfront, in ruin. Upon clearance, the forum area was outfitted

with mostly paving stones and left open to integrate the city’s

archaeological heritage into a contemporary urban space (Rukavina

and Obad Šćitaroci, 2017, 335), while newly cleared areas along the

riva were transformed into a narrow, linear, tree-lined promenade

and park. A small park, Gospa od zdravlja, also lies in the northern

portion of the peninsula, established in the late nineteenth or early

twentieth century. Most recently, the tree-lined street atop the

Venetian fortification facing the harbor was converted to a

pedestrian zone in 2020, effectively creating a linear park-like

promenade similar to that along the riva. On the mainland,

Magaš (2009, 334) notes that there was no planned concept for

the distribution of greenery within the expanding cityscape. Rather,

in sporadic cases, greenery was established or left to buffer noise

pollution, offer privacy, or to maintain recreational parks, gardens,

or residential/commercial greenery. Apart from tree-lined streets

and other smaller green spaces, there are a few recreational parks

that tend to be situated close to the historic center or sea. Historic

agricultural fields or formerly cultivated spaces, which remain

visible but unkept and scattered among various parts of the city,

are generally not included in the discussion of these mostly

manicured green areas.

Among these former agricultural green spaces, field architecture

that was so pronounced and characteristic of the cultural landscape

in 1944 is now derelict and overgrown (Figure 10). In those spaces

closer to the coast or historic city center, many new multi-unit

housing complexes or large apartment blocks have been quickly

erected with many others under construction (Figure 11).

Consequently, the last surviving drystone relicts that once

dominated the centuries-to-millennia-old cultural landscape prior

to this late twentieth century construction boom are rapidly

disappearing (Figure 12). Outside of the few remaining historic

green spaces, reflections of this pronounced agrarian past within the

contemporary urban landcover of Zadar persist only in the

alignment of major urban streets with former Roman centuriated

grid lines, or in the occasional drystone wall that remains along the

margins of streets or within private house lot gardens across the
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city. Unfortunately, the extent of this historically distinctive cultural

landscape is not readily apparent to a majority of residents or

visitors to the city.
3.6 Long-term population trends

Tracking the population of Zadar in its earlier periods is a tricky

endeavor. Suič (2003, 300–303) avoids assigning a specific number to

Roman Zadar, choosing instead to address the difficulty of determining

population from material indicators. He does, however, calculate

residential space within the city to have encompassed approximately

86,500 m2 during Classical Antiquity, while also noting that 10 m2 per

person would be a reasonable estimate. Although a calculation from

these figures of 8,650 people may be high for Roman Zadar, a few

thousand is probably realistic for the city during the Roman era. By the

fourteenth through sixteenth centuries, it is estimated that population
FIGURE 10

Derelict drystone walls within one of the remaining vestiges of
Zadar’s urban green spaces. (Photo credit: G. Zaro).
FIGURE 11

Multi-unit housing structures are replacing the last remaining
vestiges of (formerly agricultural) urban green space and field
architecture (drystone walls and cairns). Construction of apartment
complexes on the space depicted here began less than a decade
ago but has accelerated since 2019 to nearly cover the entire ~5 ha
area. (Photo credit: G. Zaro).
FIGURE 9

Growth in apartment units and tourist visits, mid twentieth century
to 2020/2021 (Magaš, 2009; Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2021;
Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2022). Significant declines in tourist
visits during the 1990s and in 2020 correspond to the Croatian War
of Independence and the COVID-19 pandemic, respectively.
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varied from about 6,000 to 7,000 inhabitants (Raukar, 1977, 23).

Population can be traced with a bit more confidence from the Early

Modern Era, when the number of inhabitants likely fluctuated between

2,000 and 8,000 from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century

(Figure 13). These estimates are based on various types of censuses

(e.g., military, ecclesiastical), land surveys, parish registry books, and

official’s reports (Blaće, 2015). Numbers probably remained low due to

ongoing wars between the Venetian Republic (of which Zadar was a

part) and the Ottoman Empire, in addition to migrations and epidemic

outbreaks such as the plague (Jelić, 1978; Raukar et al., 1987;

Mayhew, 2008).

Data from the middle of the nineteenth century onward is more

secure, as the Habsburg Monarchy conducted the first official

population census in 1857. In the decades to follow, Zadar saw its

population grow steadily to around 20,000 before experiencing a

period of stagnation during the first and second world wars.

Industrialization and modernization from the 1950s to 1980s

expanded the labor market and drew more people from the

neighboring islands and hinterland to settle and work in Zadar.

In 1971, for example, 65% of Zadar’s population had migrated from

other parts of Croatia and Yugoslavia (Magas,̌ 2009, 290). In the late
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twentieth century, Zadar experienced the largest demographic

growth in its history, exceeding 70,000 in 1991 just before the

Croatian War of Independence, and again in the 2011 census before

registering a slight decline in 2021 (Croatian Bureau of Statistics,

2022). Focusing on the Modern Era only, Zadar experienced

population growth rates of 49% during the period 1800–1850,

118% during the period 1850–1900, less than 1% decline during

the period 1900–1950, and an unprecedented 315% growth from

1950–2000.
4 Discussion

The preceding sections provide a high-level overview of changes

in urban landcover and green space from Zadar’s emergence as an

Iron Age settlement in the early first millennium BCE to a

contemporary commercial and cultural center of the twenty-first

century. Although the city’s persistence through time is important,

its pace of change should also be a major factor when considering

long-term resilience. For nearly three thousand years, from its Iron

Age origins to the late nineteenth century, urban infrastructure was

built, renovated, demolished, and built again, nearly entirely within

the confines of its peninsular setting and often recycling

construction material. Prior to the mid-twentieth century, the

mainland terrain surrounding Zadar’s urban nucleus was

predominantly agrarian in nature, with clear land use legacies

stemming from Roman centuriation and other historic field

clearance and management practices that generated drystone

walls, terraces, and cairns. The persistence of this agrarian

landscape into the twentieth century reflects its socioecological

importance to Zadar’s historic urban core for millennia. However,

the pace of economic change, demographic growth, and urban

development since the mid-twentieth century represents a

significant departure from Zadar’s 3,000-year trajectory. In light

of the transforming city, we organize our discussion of Zadar

around the pace of landcover change, the significance of historic

green space to urban resilience in Zadar’s past and present, and the

value of archaeological and historical approaches to urban resilience

studies on the contemporary Mediterranean city.
4.1 Pace of landcover change

The long, diachronic approach to urban resilience taken here

provides an opportunity to better contextualize the contemporary

pace of urban change against Zadar’s millennial-scale past.

Estimates of areas under urban landcover are challenging for

earlier periods given the incomplete archaeological record

generated from (mostly) rescue operations around the city.

However, using source data associated with Figure 2, we are able

calculate urban landcover (ha) for select periods along the city’s

historical trajectory (Table 1; see also Figure 2). Because of the

potential for large margins of error, we also offer more conservative

estimates to account for inconsistencies or gaps in archaeological

knowledge, with a 50% increase to the calculations based on

available information. According to these figures, the distribution
FIGURE 13

Population growth in Zadar, 1527 to 2021 (Blaće, 2015; Croatian
Bureau of Statistics, 2022).
FIGURE 12

Google Earth satellite image of a portion of northwest Zadar showing
examples of green spaces with historic agricultural field architecture.
Areas 1, 2, and 3 are under development with major construction
projects ongoing at the time of this writing (see Figure 11), whereas
areas 4, 5, and 6 persist as green spaces with drystone wall field
architecture (see Figure 10). (imagery date: November 2020).
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of urban landcover versus historical green space appears to have

been fairly stable for much of Zadar’s 3,000-year history, with urban

landcover expanding slowly at an average rate of only 2–3 ha per

century over the course of about 2,000 years, from the Late Iron Age

(ca. 19–29 ha) to the early nineteenth century (ca. 60–90 ha). The

growth of urban landcover then accelerated over the subsequent

one hundred years, likely more than doubling to ca. 139–209 ha by

the early to mid-twentieth century. To contextualize growth into the

present era, these estimates are compared to more precise landcover

data for the early twenty first century (Figure 14) (Geofabrik, 2018).

When compared to 1944 calculations, Zadar’s urban landcover

expanded at an unprecedented rate to cover 1,545 ha by the early

twenty first century, a more than 1,000% increase based on our

calculations, or a 640% increase if we use the more conservative

209 ha for the 1,944 estimate (see Table 1).

Currently, the 1,545 ha of contemporary urban landcover

(residential, commercial, industrial, roads) accounts for

approximately 30% of Zadar’s settlement. Forest and scrub

vegetation cover approximately 48%; grasslands and meadows

cover 17%; farmland covers 4.5%; and parks less than 1%

(calculated by the authors according to the State Geodetic

Administration, 2020). Although these data indicate a large share

of green space, its spatial distribution is uneven. Forests are

primarily located at the northern and northwestern outskirts of

Zadar and at some distance from residential spaces. In newer parts

of Zadar (post-1950s), house lot gardens with olives, grapes, figs,

citrus fruits, artichokes, leafy greens, and lavender are common, but

given their small surface areas, their environmental impact is

unclear. In many cases, their value appears to be in aesthetics

(Mediterranean landscape) and cultural identity (traditional land

use), both of which would enhance the health and well-being of

resident populations while also potentially providing small

subsistence or economic benefits.

During the city’s late twentieth century transformation, former

agricultural green areas accommodated urban expansion beyond

the peninsula, but the few surviving historic green spaces within

Zadar’s urban landcover continue to be targeted first for
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development. Their loss highlights a related issue in that early

cities often emerged in resource-rich or highly productive

environments. In the case of Zadar, the reflections of Roman

centuriation coupled with intensive networks of drystone walls,

terraces, and cairns is indicative of long-term investment in a highly
FIGURE 14

Early twenty first century landcover around Zadar. Farmland and
Orchard: 241.27 ha (4.64%); Grassland: 905.53 ha (17.41%); Forest
and shrubs: 2474.41 ha (47.58%); Parks: 33.09 ha (0.64%); Urban/
Residential/artificial/built-up: 1545.70 ha (29.73%) (State Geodetic
Administration, 2016; Geofabrik, 2018; State Geodetic
Administration, 2020).
TABLE 1 Urban landcover from select periods, Iron Age to present.

Period Urban land cover (ha)
(calculated)

Urban land
cover (ha)
(calculated

+50%)

Sources of Information

Late Iron Age,
ca. 4th–1st c.
BCE

19 28.5 Čondić and Vuković (2017); Figure 2A, this paper

Early Antiquity
ca. 1st c. BCE–
3rd c. CE

35 52.5 Suić (2003); Figure 2B, this paper

Early 19th c. CE 60 90 Arcanum (2023), Austrian Cadastre; Figure 2C, this paper

Middle 20th c.
CE

139 209 Royal Air Force Imagery from 1944; Figure 2D, this paper

Early 21st c. CE 1,545.7 N/A
Geofabrik (2018); OpenStreetMap, Croatia; State Geodetic Administration (2016); State
Geodetic Administration (2020).
Calculations are based on source data and shaded areas from Figure 2, produced using Google Earth’s polygon tool. Given the difficulty in determining precise areas of urban landcover prior to
the twenty first century, we also provide more conservative figures with a 50% increase to the calculated figures of the known archaeological record.
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valued (agri)cultural landscape. As urban settlements persist

through time and expand outward, urban landcover tends to

displace valuable local farmland and other green spaces to less

productive settings elsewhere. On a global scale, it has been

estimated that urban expansion occurs on agricultural landscapes

that are 1.77 times more productive than the global average (Bren

d’Amour et al., 2017). Recent analyses have highlighted this

problem from a slightly different angle by determining that

indirect forest losses through cropland displacement far exceed

direct losses through urban expansion. The result is that more land

is required to achieve similar productivity to those lost to urban

landcover (van Vliet et al., 2017; van Vliet, 2019).

The rapid transformation of Zadar’s agricultural landscape into

urban landcover in the latter half of the twentieth century seems to

conform to this pattern. During the 1960s and 1970s, Bokanjačko

Blato, a wetland near Zadar, was developed for agricultural

purposes, but the project would only become agriculturally viable

after significant infrastructural investments. Surface canals and

tunnels were first constructed near the sink hole to drain surface

water, followed by a curtain injection on its western side to prevent

or decrease the intrusion of underground seawater, a complicating

factor in its cultivation (Ilijanić et al., 2018, 67). Although the

project demonstrates the value Zadar continues to place on

cultivated spaces in its immediate hinterland, the timing of this

development corresponds to the period of rapid urban

displacement of the millennia-old agrarian landscape that once

surrounded the historic core of the city.

Twentieth century urban landcover expanded rapidly along a

similar trajectory to Zadar’s population growth, yet a key difference

lies in the fact that urban landcover does not contract in the same way

that a city may experience periodic episodes of demographic decline,

whether measured in permanent residential population or in seasonal

tourists. The loss of green space due to urban expansion is essentially

permanent, or at minimum, a much more costly and difficult

endeavor to recover once it is lost. The unprecedented pace of

urban landcover expansion around Zadar since the mid-twentieth

century, as demonstrated through a millennial-scale lens, is quickly

erasing a key part of its adaptive capacity since the city’s inception.

The protection of such green spaces in urban and peri-urban contexts

in the newly transformed city must therefore be carefully considered

under the continued pressures of rapid urban development, as they

have been (and remain) much more malleable in the face of change

than the homogenized urban landcover that replaces them.
4.2 Historic green space and
urban resilience

Historically, Zadar’s agricultural green spaces surrounding the

urban nucleus have demonstrated their ability to persist and

transform in the face of millennial scale change. From its earliest

settlement in the Iron Age to Croatia’s membership into the

European Union in 2013, Zadar has experienced periods of

climatic stability and increased variability, fluctuations in

temperature and precipitation, political stability and upheaval,

war, population movement, and socioeconomic change. Although
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specific responses to events, disturbances, or trends on a millennial

scale are not known, Zadar’s green space provided options and

ensured the capacity to persist, transition, and transform over the

course of the Late Holocene.

The evolution of Zadar’s sociopolitical landscape is clearly

evident in the archaeological record and in the many

fortifications, historic constructions, renovations, and new

developments that reflect the locally distinctive character of its

urban built environment. Over this same period, the green space

surrounding Zadar persisted and transformed to meet the changing

needs of the city. As a vegetated landscape, agricultural fields are

dynamic and constantly evolving, despite the apparently static

nature of centuriated grids, drystone walls, terraces, and other

relatively fixed legacies of land use (Countryman et al., in press).

Mixed agricultural spaces surrounding the city permitted the

intensification or relaxation of production, along with changing

emphases on diversified subsistence farming (e.g., mixed cereal

agriculture) versus specialized market production (e.g., olive-

focused arboriculture), as local and regional markets permitted.

The agropastoral economy during the Middle Ages and Early

Modern Era was flexible and diverse, with infields on the

mainland dedicated to olive groves and vineyards while more

distant fields were utilized for grain production. Livestock, wheat,

and wine continued to be important products throughout Dalmatia,

with a notable mix of subsistence and commercial products in the

local inventory (i.e., mulberries, melons, figs, plums, and the

marasca cherry). The mainland continued to be a resilient and

diverse mosaic of green spaces during the Modern Era, with

grasslands, plough fields, vineyards, groves, and vegetable

gardens. During the nineteenth and twentieth century, in

response to changes in the European market for wine

(precipitated primarily by the adverse impacts of phylloxera on

vines elsewhere in Europe), farmers intensified viticulture and wine

production, before the disease eventually made its way to Croatia

as well.

During the latter half of the twentieth century, as the economic

role of agriculture declined during the era of industrialization, the

surrounding green space provided adequate terrain for the

development of new industrial, residential, and commercial

sectors. Although it accommodated the city’s expansion during a

period of rapid socioeconomic and demographic transformation,

these historic green spaces quickly disappeared under new

construction projects, representing a permanent loss of a key

resource in the city’s adaptive capacity to future scenarios (see

Kumagai et al., 2015, for a similar argument regarding Tokyo).

Nevertheless, the last remaining historic green spaces, even in their

diminished capacities, have the potential to build resilience for the

contemporary city through their persistence as semi-wild parklands

and protected “green” cultural heritage, or by transitioning into

cultivated fields, urban gardens, recreational parks, or other

green areas.

In their current forms, these surviving relics also have the

capacity to mitigate uncertain challenges related to climate

change in the twenty first century. Predictions for the city of

Zadar indicate an increase in the daily mean temperature of 1.1

to 1.6°C and the prolongation of droughts from 6 to 37 days for the
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period 2021–2050 when compared to 1971–2000 (Državni

hidrometeorolosǩi zavod, 2020). This is likely to adversely impact

water and energy consumption, particularly as it is expected to

correspond to the already hot and dry summer months, but

exacerbated further by seasonal population swells from tourist

visits. In 2013, for example, water consumption in Zadar ranged

from 500 to 600 l/s, while during the summer months it increased to

800 l/s (Razvojna agencija Zadarske županije, 2013). Moreover, the

urban area of Zadar already resembles a heat island, with remote

sensing data from 2013 indicating that average summer daytime

maximum temperatures in Zadar were 2.5°C higher than in its

surroundings (CIESIN, 2016). In addition to rising temperatures

and increases in the frequency and duration of dry periods, the

frequency and intensity of severe precipitation events are also

expected to increase, leaving water channels and urban areas with

impervious surfaces more vulnerable to severe flooding (ANT d.o.o,

2021, 45–46).

The vegetation cover and field architecture characteristic of

Zadar’s historic green spaces, even in their dilapidated states, would

provide ecosystem benefits by reducing surface flow and erosion

during intense precipitation events and permitting greater

infiltration to enhance soil moisture and water retention.

Moreover, these vegetated spaces, along with urban forests,

recreational parks, and house lot gardens (particularly those with

olives, cherries, figs, vines, and other shade-throwing plants), have a

localized cooling effect on the heat absorbing surfaces of the urban

built environment. The Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect occurs

among dense built-up spaces and impervious surfaces, which have

higher heat capacities when compared to surrounding areas. In a

study of microclimate regulation among 601 European cities, in

which Zadar was included, urban green infrastructure was found to

cool cityscapes by 1.07°C on average, with tree cover of at least 16%

required to achieve a 1°C drop in urban temperatures (Marando

et al., 2022). The study demonstrates the importance of trees in

reducing UHI, with the extent of tree cover within the city identified

to be an important variable. This has been documented in the north

African Mediterranean city of Tunis as well, where city parks and

trees were observed to have a cooling effect on urban temperatures,

but noting also that the spatial influence of these green spaces

diminishes with distance and no longer operates beyond about

700 m (Charfi et al., 2014, 73–74). The overgrown historical green

spaces within Zadar’s cityscape likely impact the UHI in similar

fashion to those documented elsewhere around Europe and

the Mediterranean.

A report on the management plan for Zadar expounded upon

the importance of green space in urban planning, not only for the

historic city core but, importantly, within the expanding urban

conglomerate on the mainland as well (Urbanex, 2016). Between

the 1950s and 1991, managed green areas (i.e., city parks,

recreational areas, and tree lines) in Zadar gradually increased

from 32 to 72 ha, while at the same time the average green area

per capita fell from 21.5 m2 to 9.6 m2 due to pronounced population

growth over the same period (Magas,̌ 2009, 334). Zadar now has

approximately 70 ha of managed green areas, which amounts to

around 10 m2 per capita. This corresponds to the minimum

recommended area by the World Health Organization (Russo and
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Cirella, 2018). Incorporating the unkept historic agricultural spaces

into Zadar’s management plan alongside these other managed

green areas would further strengthen the role of green space in

building adaptive capacity for the coming century. Moreover,

maintaining their scattered distribution throughout the city,

rather than positioned only at the margins, would further

strengthen urban resilience in the face of both temperature and

precipitation uncertainties in the next century.
4.3 The Mediterranean city, green space,
and local distinctiveness

The importance of green space and green infrastructure in

urban settings has prompted recent calls for its promotion and

protection across the European Union (World Health Organization,

2017; European Commission, 2020). In the Mediterranean region,

research over the past two decades has centered on the shared

challenges related to the rapid pace of urban landcover expansion,

landscape homogenization, and the loss of green space in the

contemporary city (Salvati and Gargiulo Morelli, 2014). As the

Mediterranean city transforms into a more dispersed form of

urbanism, urban geographers have recognized that farmland is

often the first landcover to be displaced, with other valuable

forms of green space like forests, wetlands, and other semi-

natural landcovers also transformed, impacting the city’s

vulnerability and resilience (Bouraoui, 2003; Aguilar et al., 2006;

Bouraoui and Vidal, 2008; Catalán et al., 2008; Salvati et al., 2012;

Salvati et al., 2013; Dıáz-Pacheco and Garcıá-Palomares, 2014;

Tomao et al., 2017; Trentanovi et al., 2021; Quintas-Soriano et al.,

2022; Valente et al., 2022). Recent work in Greece (Salvati et al.,

2013) and Italy (Salvati et al., 2012) compared the impacts of

compact urban growth vs. sprawl on landcover change from 1960

to the early 2000s in Attica and Rome, respectively. Both studies

identified cropland as the most likely class of land use to be

transformed into urban landcover during the phase of low-

density sprawl. Interestingly, in Rome, low-density urban sprawl

expanded onto not only a mix of lower valued arable lands, fallow

fields, and abandoned farmland, but rather onto higher quality

landcovers like pastures, vineyards, olive groves, and woodlands as

well (Salvati et al., 2012, 51). A comparable study in Spain over a

similar timeframe identified the loss of fertile soils to Alicante’s

urban landcover to be a significant outcome during its late twentieth

century low-density growth phase. Like Zadar, much of Alicante’s

transformation is now characterized by tourist and residential

infrastructure (Aguilar et al., 2006).

Other notable studies explicitly argue the importance of

agricultural green space in the contemporary city. Among North

African cities of the Maghreb, for instance, Bouraoui (2003, 52)

suggests that maintaining and integrating cultivated fields into the

Tunisian capital would improve the amount of green space per

capita while also enriching the urban landscape (as determined, in

part, by public opinion). In a subsequent study, Bouraoui and Vidal

(2008) go a step further to make a case for agricultural spaces as

active elements of the urban environment, clarifying also that the

point is not simply to feed the city’s residents, but rather to create a
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more livable and adaptable city. Unfortunately, as has been noted

elsewhere, agricultural land use can only resist urban landcover

expansion so long as it is economically competitive or protected

space (Catalán et al., 2008, 180). In the twenty first century

Mediterranean city, the challenge to manage and protect green

space as a way to build adaptive capacity will likely intensify as

urban landcover pressures continue.

Although these studies on the contemporary Mediterranean city

and green space are tremendously valuable, few of them incorporate

archaeological or deeper historical perspectives, focusing instead on

the past few decades or half century at most. The approach we

espouse integrates archaeological and historical studies to provide

long-term context to landcover change in the contemporary era, and,

importantly, as a way to characterize the cultural and historical

importance of green spaces lost to or threatened by urban

transformation. In this sense, archaeology can play a role in

identifying not only past strategies of land use and resilience, but

also in generating ideas and possibilities that may help to shape the

future (Turner et al., 2020, 598). In Zadar, these green spaces were

predominantly agricultural in nature and contributed to the city’s

resilience for more than two millennia. The surviving relicts may,

even in their dilapidated states, continue to build capacity toward a

resilient twenty first century city, but they are currently undervalued

and usually the first to be targeted for continued urban development.

Prior to the mid twentieth century, the managed agricultural

landscape surrounding the city, complete with its extensive array of

drystone walls draped over the more ancient centuriated grid, was an

important feature of the cultural landscape. Its legacy, embedded in

the surviving green spaces within and beyond the city’s urban

landcover, may contribute significantly to the protection of Zadar’s

local distinctiveness in spaces beyond the peninsular urban built

environment. Historic urban nuclei around the Mediterranean

usually retain some element of local distinctiveness through historic

preservation and conservation measures, but low-density sprawl

beyond these historic centers transitions into a homogenous array

of residential, commercial, and industrial landcover. Recognition of

this point may offer additional value for the protection and

conservation of historic green spaces in the twenty first century

city. Their persistence would help to not only build adaptive capacity

toward an uncertain climate future, but also safeguard the city’s local

distinctiveness and cultural identity beyond the historic urban

nucleus, resist further homogenization, and enhance landscape

diversity. It would also serve to differentiate the low-density urban

landscape of Zadar from others in the Mediterranean region. This

strategy may benefit other historical cities, where urban geographers,

planners, policymakers, and community members are often faced

with similar challenges resulting from low-density sprawl, the loss of

green space, and by extension, the loss of a resilient, locally distinctive

cultural landscape.
5 Conclusion

Legacies from Roman centuriation and historic field clearance

practices around Zadar represent some of the most distinctive and

well-preserved physical manifestations of ancient and historic land
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use in the Mediterranean. Our treatment of this distinctive cultural

landscape as green space draws the historic and more ancient past

into a single framework with the present to address urban resilience

and socioecological systems in the twenty first century. The deep,

historical approach employed here serves to identify elements of the

cultural landscape that facilitated and supported a city’s capacity to

persist and transform in the face of changing climatic, sociopolitical,

and economic circumstances. Yet, the pace at which former (agri)

cultural green space has been lost to urban landcover over recent

decades represents a major departure from its long-term trajectory

and is quickly depleting a major source of resilience that has

benefitted the city since the Iron Age. Only when Zadar’s

contemporary growth is projected against the city’s millennial

scale past does the unprecedented pace of change, and severity of

the challenge, come into focus.

The recognition of local distinctiveness in green spaces may

elevate their importance and cultural value within the

contemporary Mediterranean city. Their persistence would thus

help to not only safeguard an important part of the city’s culturally

distinctive identity beyond the historic urban nucleus, but also to

build adaptive capacity for a resilient Mediterranean city in an

uncertain climate future.
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